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TWO

NEW ZEALAND NOTES
by Warwick Paterson

AN OPEN LETTER TO NZ POST:
I wrote to New Zealand Post recently in response to readers' concerns
expressed directly and indirectly to us about their stamp issuing
policy. That letter and the answer of Russell Watson, the Manager
of the Stamps Business Unit, follows:
You may be aware that the changes in New Zealand Post's policy relating
to the issuing of stamps - the number of issues and the face values
- is attracting considerable interest among collectors around the
world.
Unfortunately, I wish I could tell you that the attention
was favourable - the opposite is the case.
Magazine articles in
the USA and UK are now beginning to criticise New Zealand Post's
issuing policy with regularity.
The point made is that New Zealand
appears to have "jumped on the band-wagon" and joined the other
postal administrations of small States who regard stamps sold to
collectors around the world as a convenient way of raising money
without having to give any service in return.
I hope to write an article in our CAMPBELL PATERSON NEWSLETTER which
may give New Zealand Post a chance to answer some of the criticisms
which are at present being levelled at it. To illustrate the point,
I enclose photocopies of articles recently written by the Editor
of "The Kiwi", official organ of the New Zealand Society of Great
Britain.
In order to assist me in writing for CP Newsletter readers, I am
wondering whether you would be prepared to answer my questions on
this subject.
At this stage, I want to emphasise that the purpose of this exercise
is not to add to the criticism of New Zealand Post but to inform
the collectin~ public worldwide of precisely what New Zealand Post's
policy is. I m sure you will agree that to be open with collectors
on matters such as these is likely to act in your favour rather
than otherwise, as it does give you a chance to demonstrate that
New Zealand Post is acting responsibly.
If you are prepared to
assist me you will be welcome to make the answers as comprehensive
as you feel you need to, to make New Zealand Post's point.
Mr Russell Watson answered as follows:
Your concerns regarding our stamp issuing programme are echoed by
a number of collectors, and supported in the philatelic media by
editors such as Allan Berry (Editor of "The Kiwi").
I believe New
Zealand Post's policy is extremely ethical and based on the platform
of any philatelically-minded postal administration - that of meeting
postal needs.
We obviously could satisfy that need with definitives
but a combination of customer and community wants and Company objectives
result in a programme that consists of approximately twelve issues
per year.
We rigidly adhere to this policy, as we do to the total
face value of our issues, which average around $60.00 per annum
(1990-1995).
Stamp numbers within those issues have increased with
the introduction of more booklets into the programme, but while
stamp numbers have increased, the cost of collecting is decreasing
as seen by this chart:

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
G.S.T. will be added to all prices listed in this Newsletter for local
orders (12~%).
Overseas orders are "zero-rated" and do not pay G.S.T.

Face Value
No.Issues
No.Stamps

New Zealand Post Financial Year
1993/94
1990/91
1991/92
1992/93
Actual
Actual
Actual
Projected
$46.85
$48.45
$68.85
$63.70
14
12
12
13
66
56
50
58

THRE E
1994/95
Projected
$67.80
12
71

1995/96
Projected
$64.90
14
75

The face values are slightly higher than Australia and Canada, but
less than Great Britain and considerably less than the USA.
We
believe $60.00 for one year makes collecting affordable, and this
figure is certainly a lot less than telephone cards.
Our policies
are carefully considered, opinions from the hobby valued, and our
decisions take into account our customers both locally and internationally.

My questions to New Zealand Post and their answers follow:
CP Newsletter: Does NZ Post regard stamp issuing in any sense as
a competitive exercise with the objective being to
"market" New Zealand stamps worldwide to collectors
and to increase sales as much as possible?
NZ Post:

New Zealand Post does not regard stamp issuing as
a competitive exercise, but does treat the philatelic
component of its operation as a 'business'.
The
aims and objectives of this business are to produce
stamps to meet postal needs first and foremost, but
also to cater for the needs of the philatelic market.
If an issue attracts interest from overseas, it will
be sold to that market and if that results in the
issue selling out earlier than anticipated, then
that is a bonus for the Company and Collectors alike.
Marketing is an obvious activity for us to be doing,
not only to promote the products, but also to raise
the profile of collecting and inform those that are
interested.

CPNL:

Does NZ Post have as a priority the introduction
of new collectors in regions such as South East Asia
to collecting New Zealand new issues?

NZ Post:

South East Asia only became a priority in 1993 when
three large exhibitions were held in Taiwan, Thailand
and Hong Kong.
The incredible interest and collectors
in that region led us to focus on it, but Asia like
other overseas markets is good for our business and
we believe our stamps as "pictorial ambassadors"
are good for the country.

CPNL:

Have earlier drives to add to
clients receiving New Zealand
Philatelic Bureau in Wanganui
the long-term (Ameripex 1986,

NZ Post:

Exhibitions do not really increase our mailing list,
but more the activity of our agents and distributors
in those areas.
We believe our philatelic media
information, international awards and overall attractiveness
of the stamps, help foster the desire to collect
New Zealand stamps.

the mailing lists of
new issues from the
been successful in
Stockholmia, etc)?

OUR CONSULTANT BUYER IN THE UNITED KINGDOM IS DEREK REDSHAw,
KNOWN TO SO MANY OF OUR CLIENTS OVER THE PAST TWENTY
YEARS. TO OBTAIN DEREK'S ADVICE ON SELLING, OR A SPECIALIST
VALUATION ON SUITABLE PROPERTIES, CONTACT US IN AUCKLAND
FIRST.
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NZ POST ANSWERS (Cont'd)
CPNL:

Does NZ Post carry out market research into the preferences
of stamp collectors worldwide and does this market
research influence the designs and quality of New
Zealand stamps?

NZ Post:

New Zealand Post only conducts research within New
Zealand regarding preferences of stamp collectors,
as this represents the bulk of our customers.
believe we must produce stamps that reflect New Zealand,
its land and its people and local views are certainly
taken into account.
These views do influence the
topics, the designs and the quality of our stamps.

We

CPNL:

Does NZ Post give consideration to the numbers and
face values of new issues each year as a factor in
its service to collectors of New Zealand stamps worldwide?

NZ Post:

Answered earlier in this letter.

CPNL:

Does NZ Post view new products such as Booklets (and
sundry changes to them), Miniature Sheets, and so
forth, as part of its drive to increase sales of
New Zealand stamps?

NZ Post:

Booklets are produced to meet customer needs and
resulted through public demand.
A reaction came
back however, that the Rock Wren was too common on
general mail (a problem for young collectors), and
numerous requests for other topics.
Booklets now
give collectors another area of interest, yet like
Miniature Sheets can be regarded as an item where
choice comes into the decision, as the stamps contained
can be purchased individually.

CPNL:

Is NZ Post aware of the large body of established
long-term collectors worldwide who support its issues
each year and the effect that an increasing number
of issues and face values (individual issues and
total per year) has on these collectors interests
and ability to keep pace? Would the loss of these
collectors be of concern to NZ Post?

NZ Post:

New Zealand Post is well aware of the collectors
worldwide and is conscious of their views.
We regard
their custom, as we do New Zealand customers, as
important, but believe our issuing policy and face
value cost to be extremely good value for money.
(I have been in contact with Allan Berry of The Kiwi,
on two occasions regarding his concerns.)

CPNL:

Does NZ Post intend to limit the number of new issues
in future years and maintain a controlled issuing
policy, or is this not deemed necessary?

NZ Post:

The number of issues will be strictly controlled
between 11 and 14 per annum, with a definite criteria
of topics being maintained.
This criteria covers
such headings as being of national significance,
commemorating an important event, or being of current
interest on a large scale.

FIVE

CPNL:

Does NZ Post canvass the op1n10ns of collectors
through the NZ Federation of Philatelic Societies
and does this affect its policies?

NZ Post:

New Zealand Post meets quarterly with the
Federation and presents a report.
It also
listens to their views, as it does to the
views of clubs and societies who are visited
regularly by members of the Stamps Business
Unit.
The New Zealand Dealer Association's
views are also welcomed and frequently sought.
All views affect policy.

NEW ISSUES AND VARIETIES
Booklets Update:
Booklet Covers: We have noticed that in all of the booklets
up until the 1993 Christmas, the covers of the counter-sale
and Hang-sell varieties were essentially the same, with the
illustration reading sideways.
Note also that· the Hang-sell
booklet cover differed by having an extra "hanging" flap at
the right.
In the subsequent booklets (Tourism and Kiwiana) different
formats are now used for each, with the counter-sale reading
sideways and the Hang-sell cover in vertical format.
The following is an updated listing of all of the barcode numbers
used on New Zealand booklets since the inception of barcoding
by New Zealand Post.
Cat No:
W31a
W34a, 37a)
37b)
W35a
W36a
W38b(Z))
)
W40a
W39a.b.
W41
W42
W43
W44
W45
W46

Fastpost
Panorama
Weta
Fish
Dinosaurs
Xmas 93
Tourism
Kiwiana

Note:

W34a & W39a

Description
40rt Kiwi

Counter Sale

Han~sell

941599 000118

45rt Rock Wren

9415599 001009
9415599 001016
9415599 001023

Thinking of You
Happy Birthday
9415599
9415599
9415599
9415599
9415599
9415599
9415599
9415599

001757
001009
042019
042033
042057
042095
042071
042019

9415599
9415599
9415599
9415599
9415599
9415599
9415599

001887
042026
042040
042064
042101
042088
042026

W41 & W46 have the same barcodes.

Major Guillotining Error - Panorama Booklet:
One booklet was found in the North Island with a major discrepancy
in the guillotining of the booklet. Theoretically there must
have been five examples of this mis-guillotined booklet.
In the error, the guillotining starts (with the cover closed)
about lcm low at the left, rising from left to right to slightly
short of its correct position. This has resulted in a fanorama
booklet pane showing the lettering and value of five stamps
attached without perforations to the base of the lower row
of five stamps of the booklet pane in question and an equivalent
slanting 'bite' out of the top margin.

SIX

New Issues:
Kiwiana Issue. Issued in booklet form on the 27th April 1994,
all stamps in the booklet have a face value of 45c and the
pane features ten separate designs depicting rather "off-beat"
features of the New Zealand lifestyle.
The designs themselves are hard to classify and seem to span
a range of items not necessarily distinctive of New Zealand
origin.
They are bound to be met with bemusement among collectors
and recipients overseas.
In order, they are the Paua Shell
(Abalone) - a local shellfish; the Pavlova Dessert, a form
of meringue cake whose origin is disputed heatedly with the
Australians who appear to have missed the opportunity to claim
i t as their own on this occasion;
Hokey Pokey Ice Cream, a local delicacy; Fish
and Chips, probably inherited from the British; Jandals, alternatively
known as thongs (in Australia) and believed to be short for
"Japanese sandals"; The Swan Dri is a thick, woollen, water-resistant
bush shirt; the Buzzy Bee is a traditional New Zealand child's
toy and approval was sought and granted for an undisclosed
sum to use its illustration and name. Gumboots (or Wellingtons)
and Black Singlet are supposed to be a feature of New Zealand
life.
(If I may be permitted a personal view, I would class
this form of dress with the use of the black ten gallon hat
in a western movie.)
A rugby ball and football boots are
obvious enough and of course, the Kiwifruit retains its name
worldwide as a fruit developed in New Zealand from the traditional
"Chinese gooseberry".
(The panes appear in both Hang-sell
and counter-sale covers with a Buzzy Bee illustration on the
outside). The mesh of the stamps is horizontal and the perforations
gauge 12 x 12 exactly.
Barcodes are as listed above. The stamps were designed by
Dave Gunson and printed by lithography by Southern Colour Print,
Dunedin.
The paper is Harrison.
Four Seasons Issue:
The Four Seasons appear in individual sheets for each season
with face values of 45~ Winter; 70~ Spring; $1.50 Summer and
$1.80 Autumn.
In a se-tenant sheet, all four values appear
in horizontal format of 80 - the "complete value" sheets are
of 100. We note that the order in which the seasons appear
in the se-tenant sheets is Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring,
somewhat unusual as traditionally the sequence has always been
thought to begin with Spring.
We decided to supply our se-tenant
strip to clients in value order 45~, 70~, $1.50 and $1.80 which
gave a strip starting with Winter.
The issue appeared on 27th April 1994 and stamps were designed
by Rick Youmans and printed by Southern Colour Print, Dunedin,
by lithography.
The designs are 45¢ Winter, Mt Cook and the Mt Cook Lily;
70¢ Spring, the Yellow Kowhai with Lake Hawea; $1.50 Summer,
New Zealand Christmas Tree (the pohutukawa) and Opononi Beach;
$1.80 Autumn, the Puriri flower and Lake Pukaki looking towards
Mt Cook.

WE'RE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS YOUR OWN TELEPHONE.
CALL US
AT ANY TIME (24 HOURS) WHICH SUITS YOU ON +64 9 3793086
AND LEAVE YOUR MESSAGE WITH OUR (VERY HUMAN) RECEPTIONIST.
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The paper is Harrison, and the mesh is horizontal. Perforations
gauge exactly 12 x 12.
Barcodes appear four times in each
value (twice in the top and bottom selvedge in all sheets).
In the "one-value sheets" they appear above or below vertical
columns 4 and 7, and in the se-tenant sheet above or below
vertical columns 4 and 5 (side by side). Barcodes are as follows:
45~

9 415599 022448;
$1.50
9 415599 022462
Se-tenant sheet 9 415599 032485

75~
$1.80~

9 415599 022455
9 415599 022479

Note on perforation - Four Seasons issue : we are at present
accumulating information on the format in which Southern Colour
Print produced these stamps. We have noted perforated and
unperforated top selvedges in the 45~ and 70~ one-value sheets
and in the se-tenant sheet.
Current information suggests that Southern Colour Print use
a "four-up" format of four plates to the cylinder for the two
lower values and se-tenant sheet, and a "two_up" side-by-side
format for the higher value cylinders.
Shades:
We have noted colour variations between the "complete value"
sheet and the se-tenant sheets. The se-tenant sheets appear
to be in slightly paler shades generally than the "one-value"
sheets.
Maori Myths - Aotearoa Issue:
This intriguing six-value set appeared on the 8th June 1994,
and the stamps were designed by Manu Kopere Society Inc, Plimmerton.
They were printed by Leigh Mardon, Melbourne in sheets of 50
by lithography on CPL red-phosphor paper with horizontal mesh
with perforations gauging 13.25 x 13.25. The values and designs
are as follows:
45¢
80¢

$1

$1.20
$1.50
$1.80

Maui pulls up Te Ika;
Rona is snatched up by Marama
Maui attacks Tuna
Tane separates Rangi and Papa
Matakauri slays the Giant of Wakatipu
Panenehu shows Koura to Tangaroa

The descriptive material put out by N.Z.
and makes a good read, giving as it does
some of these intriguing Maori myths and
New Issue clients will receive a copy of
giving these full details.

Post is interesting
the background to
legends of origin.
the N.Z. Post brochure

The issue is interesting in that the Maori name for New Zealand
"Aotearoa" (the land of the long white cloud) appears above
New Zealand and is only the second time that this title has
been used on a New Zealand stamp. The first time was the Treaty
of Waitanp,i miniature sheet of 1990. Note also that the word
"Aotearoa' appears on the nose of the flying boat featured
in the Air Transport issue of 1974.
Thematic appeal is high with this issue and CP Newsletter predicts
that they will attract a lot of interest worldwide.

EIGHT

Variety:
In the $1.20 value we have noticed a small number of sheets
with a much darker colouring in the Green in the right-hand
vertical column (vertical column 5). This is particularly
noticeable in R9/5.
This variety appears to be rare. We
surmise that with sheets of 50 only, Leigh Mardon may be printing
from mul tiple plates - perhaps more than "six up".
This darker
vertical column 5 may be a feature of just one of those plates.
Worth looking out for.
X36 1981 LIFE INSURANCE ISSUE - 10¢
We have seen a most remarkable 'almost completely missing
colour" variety in the above issue, which appears to have
been caused by something interfering with the transmission
of the ink, either to the offset blanket during the printing
process, or to the sheet of stamps.
In the half-sheet
we saw, which is the total known supply, horizontal Row
4 has almost completely missing purple colour in the background
sky.
A slightly "dragged print" effect is evident in
the rows above and below (R3 and R5) and there is no possible
question that this variety is a genuine printing error
- the only major error ever found in this 1981 Life Insurance
series and one of the very few major errors found in New
Zealand stamps over the past ten years.
We've also sighted a letter from the Branch Manager of
Tower Life (successor to Government Life Insurance Dept)
in the Bay of Plenty, who has attested to the genuineness
and legitimate acquisition of this variety.
An interesting feature of the variety, and one that suggests
that a machine setting error may have been its cause, occurs
in each of the five stamps in horizontal row 5. Near the
top margin above "RANCE" (the lettering at the bottom of
the stamp) and just above the right-hand beam of the search-light,
appears a tiny disturbance to the surface of the stamp.
This appears to be a "gripper" mark, possibly from a ratchet
device, but very much an authentic part of the variety
and one which, in our opinion, adds greatly to its philatelic
status.
The first major and most spectacular error in New Zealand
stamps in the last several years.
Total known supply,
five examples.
US TRIP
Late in September, Warwick Paterson will be making visits
to New Orleans, Raleigh (North Carolina) and Philadelphia
where he will attend the Philadelphia National Exhibition
(SEPAD) at King of Prussia.
US clients who wish to contact him, or have material for
sale, should make contact with us in Auckland as soon as
possible.
Warwick's contact number in Philadelphia from September
30th to October 2nd, will be (215) 265 4500, and clients
may leave messages which will be returned as soon as possible.
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SOCIAL PHILATELY COLLECTIONS
The following article was written for POST X'95 by Gerald
ElIott, RDP, and is reproduced here with his kind permission
for CPNL readers edification.
Many philatelists have developed 'Fun' or 'Special Interest'
collections which contain in addition to recognised philatelic
items, complementary and peripheral material.
In many cases
these collections of 'Non-Philatelic' items have been of far
more interest to other collectors, and to non-collectors alike.
In the case of Postal History collectors this extra non philatelic
material could include such items as letters, and a specialised
study of both the addressee and the writer can be made. A
study of wars could include details of the various camps, prisoner
of war accommodation, camp magazines, photographs, postcards
and may include memorabilia for example, contents of Red Cross
parcels, ammunition, firearms etc.
A study of routes could include details of ships and countries
together with appropriate photographs, maps etc, (preferably
wherever possible contemporary).
Missionaries mail coud include a study of the various missions
and the individual missionaries.
Disaster mail could include salvaged memorabilia etc., official
reports, newspaper reports could include theories for the disaster
and possibly a thesis of what could have been done to avoid
it happening.
Two well known collections of Gold and Coal could include samples
as well as invoices, letters, special iTIUStrated and privately
printed envelopes, postcards and photographs etc.
The extent of these collections is endless and is only governed
by the skill and ingenuity of the collector to ~lace and obtain
items which can be connected to the particular theme'.
What to include and how to mount an exhibit of such a collection
is only restricted by the means of display and again the ingenuity
of the collector. Hopefully in the future, exhibition organisers
will make showcases available in addition to the display frames.
Collectors who do decide to exhibit competitively should be
aware that it may be necessary to present their exhibit in
a,different manner for judging purposes.
I hope that this
will not inhibit or restrict the collector.
The 'balance' of the collection when exhibited will be up to
the collector
In traditional philatelic displays, non-philatelic
is generally not allowed, with Social Philately exhibits, the
Philatelic material should not be completely 'overshadowed'
by peripheral material.
The philatelic material should always be the catalyst for the
collection and must be shown prominently in the exhibit.
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SOCIAL PHILATELY - Gerald ElIott
Social philately collections are very often suitable to record
as a book, however, the exhibit should not be shown in a 'book
form' manner.
Basically it should be remembered that this type of collection
is a 'fun' collection and as such should be enjoyed by both
the collector and the viewer.

GUIDELINES FOR SOCIAL PHILATELY EXHIBITS
Guidelines in the past have been mostly prepared on many years
experience, this is not possible in the case of Social Philately
which is a relatively new discipline.
A Social Philately Exhibit is basically about the affairs of
~.

A Social Philately Exhibit may contain appropriate non-philatelic
items, usually excluded or kept to the barest minimum in other
philatelic disciplines.
The exhibit should be educational, after all most judges and
viewers enjoy learning about new things and facts.
The exhibit should have ~ , and the exhibit should 'invite'
attention, so that it is not passed by'.
Presentation and annotation will be important with non philatelic
material 'linked' together with the philatelic items. Each
individual sheet should be balanced and each frame should be
unified (not uniform).
Evaluation of the exhibit by the judges will be guided by the
following judging criteria.
Presentation and Annotation - 25
An introductory page or statement is required, and this should
set out the subject and its development. The presentation
should be clean, neat, clear and balanced, the Annotation should
above all be easily read, and because of time restraints, kept
as brief as practical.
Treatment and Development - 50
The development should be logical and the treatment of the
subject should be balanced.
The exhibit should have ~ and be educational, and allowance
for originality will be made.
Research and knowled~e will be demonstrated by the treatment
and material selecte for the exhibit.
Condition and Rarity - 25
Condition of all material on display should be as good as can
be expected.
Social Philately exhibits have generally been developed as
'Fun" or 'Special Interest' collections, basically to include
complementary and peripheral material. The extent is endless
and is only governed by the skill and ingenuity of the collection.
Above anything else, have FUN.
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Left to right from top, Lots 272
(h), (b), (d), (c),

(0, S(a), 272(g) (a)

TWELVE

MID-WINTER POT POURRI
A selection of the rare and unusual
272

( a) Aln Id Full Face Queen, Reddish-brown (SG126).
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

Perforated 10 all four sides. Nicely centred copy
unused in lovely condition
.
C6a 1/- First Sideface, Green, perf 12\. Genuine
dated used block of four, Auckland duplex
cancellation June 1876. Marking heavy and pulled
perforation at side upper-left unit. Nice
example and scarce (Cat. $400)
.
D8m 6d Second Sideface, Die 2, perf 11. Magnificent
2VLH 2UHM block of four in lovely condition, if
centred a little left. Impact of this item is
dramatic
.
D2p Id Rose (Die 3) perf 11. Superb 2UH 2LH
block of four, the stamps perfectly centred.
Really beautiful, truly pristine block of four ....
E18a 1/- 1898 Pictorial, London Print, Brownishorange.
Magnificent lightly hinged block of
four showing the R5/4 reentry in the top right
unit. In the upper part of the design extra
lines in "New Zealand" and an extra stroke to the
upright and to the left of the "T" of 'POSTAGE'.
Superb
.
F5d \d Ht Cook, Green (new plates), perf 14x15.
Two different perforating heads se tenant. Very
demonstrably genuine and the configuration of the
perforations is very visibly different between
upper and lower stamps.
A chance to obtain
the great rarity (Cat. $1200)
.
K12c 1/- Vermilion showing two perforation
gauges se tenant, perf 14x13\ over perf 14x14\.
Very fine, dated, used example, this is a
wonderful offering to supplement last month's
King George V recess-engraved offering
.
K16a l\d King George V surface printed, Black
(local plate). Lovely strip of five UHM showing
fine example of the 'sideline of south-west
square missing at R1/11'. Most unusual offering ..
Glla Id Universal surface print. Block of eight
showing few details in the c.d.s. but date and
month officially written in by Post Office in
indelible pencil. Post Office unknown
.
N31a Id Queen Elizabeth, Orange, horizontal pair
from coil strip overprinted with zig-zag black
line (double).
Example of stamps used in Post
Office training school
.
N8a(Z) 8d Queen Elizabeth II in Rose Carmine
with wmk inverted (W8c). Example of a variety
not previously reported mint, to our knowledge,
and not listed in CPo
Of very major interest and
rari ty
.
S17b(Z) 1d Dunedin Exhibition, Rose, with wmk
inverted. Another example not previously
listed in CP Catalogue, mint. (Cat. at (used)
$200), this copy is lightly hinged
.

(m) S45a(Z) 5d 1946 Peace issue "Navy". Top left
corner selvedge vertical pair with top stamp
centre completely off-set in Green. Lovely
example and very rare, particularly in this
posi tional form...................................

$1200

$ 350

$ 600
$ 100

$ 300

$ 600

$ 300

$ 125

$

10

$

10

$ 975

$ 250

$ 500

THIRTEEN

(n) ~66a 2d 1955 Centennial of Postage "Maori Mail

Carrier". Nice plate block 1A1A of twelve in
two states. R5/3 shows no flaws in the first
state and minor reentries at R6. The second
state R5/3 shows two mooring lines from the
left-hand sailing ship in Auckland Harbour. Rare
in our experience
.
(0) Cinderellas.
Unused block of four UHM "On
Public Trust Office Business - Free" stickers
and nice vertical pair of the Dominion Airways Ltd
Hastings to Gisborne sticker initialled by pilot
Rosenberg (AR). Interest
.
(p) H01a(W) ~d Green Edward VII overprinted Official
"offset of design in Green on back". Magnificent
and rare.
A block of six (2 x 3) showing the
top two stamps full offset and three other
stamps partial offsets. UHM and fine - very
rare
.

$ 250

$ 150

$ 500

THE POSTAGE STAMPS OF NEW ZEALAND
VOLUMES 1 - 7
370

(a) Offered with the greatest pleasure, this month a
complete set of this monumental work in seven
volumes, plus the 1d Universal monograph study
of the Dot and Booklet Plates (G7 and G8).
Volumes 1 - 4 are in excellent used condition;
Volumes 5, 6 and 7 are in pristine mint
condition.
A superb opportunity to obtain the ultimate set
of Volumes for your philatelic library. Suitable
for Public Libraries or Club Libraries as well.
Rarely offered these days

$2500 +
Post &
Packing.

SPOT-CASH BUYING LIST
Cash on the nail - fine only - this month only subject stocks.
K18c
K 2a
M02b

King George V 2d Yellow
litho wmk, fine used
King George V 2d Violet
recess printed, p14x13~, fine used

.

$37.50

.

$47.50

King George VI 1d Green
Official, fine HM paper, fine used

.

$ 7.00

FOURTEEN

KING EDWARD VIII
Absolutely wonderful line-up this
material, largely from the superb
collection of Mr F.H.P.Wilkinson,
superfine mint but many very fine
1

month of unhinged mint
top award-winning
of New South Wales. Mainly
used pieces included.

~d GREEN
(a) Hla Yellow-green, superb top right corner serial
number block, UHM
.
OR the two shades in Yellow-green and Green,
singles, UHM
.
OR as above, LHM
.
OR very deep shade, UHM
.
OR booklet pane block of four, 2 x LHM including
ornamental star
.
OR pair similar, stamps slightly stained
.
OR LHM pair including NY flaw (R3/18)
.
OR in superb UHM block of four
.
OR good commercially used example, R3/18
.
OR very fine dated used on postcard of the
period (1913)
.
OR fine used of the two shades .............•......
OR superb commercially used booklet horizontal
pair with selvedge bars
.

$

75

$
$
$

30
15
20

$ 350
$ 50
$ 15
$ 150
$ 40
$ 150

.60
$

50

2d MAUVE
2

3

(a) H2a 2d Mauve, perf 14x14~ in UHM.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Superb set
of singles, Mauve, Deep Mauve, Rosy Mauve and
Pale Mauve
.
OR UHM in blocks of four, Mauve
.
Rosy Mauve
.
.
Deep Mauve
OR fine used, the four shades as above
.
OR as above commercially used
.
3d CHESTNUT
H3a perf 14xI4~. Lovely set of singles, Deep
Chestnut UHM, Chestnut UHM, Bistre-brown LH
.
OR blocks of four, Deep Chestnut
.
Chestnut
.
OR fine used, the three shades as above
.
OR blocks of four in fine commercially used
.
OR more heavily used, Bistre-brown
.
H3b perf 14 line. Magnificent UHM single
.
OR superb top-right selvedge serial number block
a four
.
OR very fine used example
.
OR fine commercially used
.
.
H3c perf 14xI3~. Nice unhinged single
OR fine lightly hinged
.
Superb UHM block of four
.
H3e vertical two-perf pair, perf 14x13~ over
perf 14x14~. Superb UHM pair
.
OR pair very lightly hinged
.

$ 240
$ 300
$ 300
$ 300
$ 40
$ 20

$ 150
$ 250
$ 250
$
3
$ 45
$ 10
$ 100

$ 400
10
5
$ 200
$ 100
$ 800
$

$

$ 750
$ 450

4d RED-ORANGE
4

14xI4~. Lovely UHM single
OR very fine top-right selvedge serial number
block of four UHM
Fine commercially used example
(b) H4b perf 14 line.
UHM single
OR very fine UHM block of four
Unused single
OR commerc ia lly used
Commercially used block of four

(a) H4a perf

.

$

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

$ 350

70

$ 20
$ 70
$ 350
$ 35
$ 20
$ 125

FIFTEEN

4d YELLOW
5

( a) R4d perf 14x14\.

Lovely UHM pair of shades,
Bright Yellow and Yellow
.
OR block of four, Bright Yellow UHM
.
OR yellow
.
OR superb used, the two shades Bright Yellow and
yellow
.
OR lovely dated block of four, used in Bright
Yellow (one of the finest we have ever seen)
.
Pair of shades commercially used
.
OR lovely block of six, light parcels cancellation
1915 date
.

$ 140
$ 350
$ 350

$

30

$ 100
$ 10

$

75

5d I'ROWN
6

(a) H5a perf 14 line.

Deep Brown and Deep Red-brown
in superb UHM singles
OR in UHM blocks of four, Deep Brown (top-right
corner s e1vedge)
Deep Red-brown in UHM
OR fine used, the two shades
OR commercially used
(b) H5b perf 14x14~. Deep Brown and Deep Red-brown
in UHM singles
OR Deep Brown in UHM block of four (bottom
right-hand corner selvedge)
OR very fine used, the two shades
OR commercially used
(c) H5c perf 14x13~. Deep Brown and Deep Red-brown
in fine UHM singles
OR very fine used, the two shades
OR nice commercially used
(d) H5d two-perf pairs.
Lovely vertical two-perf
pairs in Deep Red-brown, UR
Lightly hinged
OR Deep Brown, LH

.

$ 110

.
.
.
.

$ 250
$ 300
$ 12
6
$

.

$

.
.
.

$ 175
3.75
$
2
$

.
.
.

$
$

.
.
.

$

80

85

10
5

$ 175
$

$

85
85

6d CARMINE
7

(a) H6a perf 14 line.

Carmine and Deep Carmine UHM .
OR Carmine block of four, UHM
.
Deep Carmine UHM block •...........................
OR the two shades, LH
.
Nice used examples the two shades
.
OR commercially used, the two
.
(b) H6b perf 14x14\.
UHM pair, Carmine and Deep
Carmine
.
OR Block of four, Deep Carmine
.
OR 2LH 2UHM block of four showing official
patching horizontally, Carmine
.
OR fine used, the two shades
.
OR the two shades in fine commercially used
blocks of four
.
OR commercially used singles
.
(c) H6c perf 14x13~. Glorious top-right selvedge
serial number block of four of this scarce
item, Carmine
.
OR UHM single
.
(d) H6e two-perf pair, UHM pair in Carmine
.
OR Deep Carmine
.
OR superb block of four, LH/UH (Cat.$900)
.

$
$
$
$

210
500
550
105
$ 13.50
$
6

$ 180
$ 500
$ 300
$
3
$
$

30

$1000
$ 200
$ 750
$ 750
$ 500

2

SIXTEEN

8d INDIGO-BLUE

8

14x14~.
Indigo-blue and Deep Bright
Blue in UHM singles
.
OR block of four Indigo-blue UHM
.
OR block of four Deep Bright Blue, UHM
.
OR the two shades, very fine used
.
OR commercially used
.
(b) H7c perf 14x13~, UHM, shades Indigo-blue and
.
Deep Bright Blue. The pair
OR lovely UHM block of four, Indigo-blue
.
OR similar Deep Bright Blue, UHM
.
Fine used, the two shades
.
OR commercially used
.
(c) H7d two-perf pairs, Deep Bright Blue, UHM
.
OR lightly hinged
.
Indigo-blue, LH
.
OR magnificent used vertical pair - demonstrably
genuine, Indigo-blue
.
Deep Bright Blue .......•..........................
(d) H7e perf 14 line.
UHM in Indigo-blue
.
OR lightly hinged
.
Superb block of four, UHM
.
Very fine used in superb block of four
.

(a) H7b perf

$ 80
$ 175
$ 225

$
$

5
3

$ 85
$ 200
$ 225
5.50
$
3
$
$ 150

$
$

75
75

$ 150
$ 150
$ 85
$ 45
$ 425
$ 500

1/- ORANGE-VERMILION
9

(a) H8a perf 14 line. Superb UHM single

OR very fine lightly hinged
Very fine UHM block of four - brilliant
Good commercially used
(b) H8b perf 14x14~. Superb UHM block of four
OR lightly hinged Orange-vermilion
Vermilion
Superbly used copies, Orange-vermilion and
Vermilion (two)
OR lovely block of four, superb commercially
used
The two commercially used shades
10

OFFICIAL ~d GREEN
(a) H01a perf 14x15, Green and Yellow-green in
UHM pair
OR superb pair of fine used

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200
100
975
10
975
100
100

.

$

30

.
.

$ 100
$ 15

.
.

$

35

$

3

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

$
$

90
90

.
.
.
.

$ 100
$ 500
$ 17.50
$ 100

OFFICAL 3d CHESTNUT

11

12

14x14~.
UHM singles, Chestnut
Deep Chestnut
OR superb UHM block of four in Deep Chestnut
Superb used Chestnut and Deep Chestnut (2)
(b) H03c perf 14x13~, UHM in Chestnut
OR very fine used
(c) H03e two-perf pairs, LH pair (Cat. $500)

(a) H03a perf

$ 400
$
8

$ 200
$ 150
$ 375

OFFICIAL 6d CARMINE

(a) H06b perf 14x14~.

Superb UHM single
OR lovely UHM block of four
Very fine used single
OR superb commercially used block of four

continued bottom p.17

WE'RE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS YOUR OWN TELEPHONE.
CALL US
AT ANY TIME (24 HOURS) WHICH SUITS YOU ON +64 9 3793086
AND LEAVE YOUR MESSAGE WITH OUR (VERY HUMAN) RECEPTIONIST.

SEVENTEEN

NEW ZEALAND CHALON HEAD (2d, printed from Plate II the retouched Plate)
The recent listing of the Marcel C Stanley and John White
collections of this interesting phase of New Zealand Philately
featured reconstructions, covers, and major items. It did not,
however, list some of the later varieties occuring in the 2d Orange
and some of the more outstanding copies which are available of
various positions, both unused and used, in the "general" collection.
This month then, a listing of superb examples with plate positions
indicated.

348

2d BLUE, perf 12\ Star Watermark, Plate II.
The following are all well-centred, lightly marked,
pristine examples of the positions shown.
(a) Row 1/3, large top margin but lightly used ••.••..
Row 1/8, again large top margin but beautifully
lightly marked (it was the printer's custom when
perforating from bottom to top, or vice versa,
using line perforating machinery, to be less
careful where the final (selvedge) line of perfs
fell ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••...•••••••••.•..
Row 4/4, an early state of the "damage to diadem"
flaw, light marking off the face ••••..•.......•••.
R13/12, major damage, magnificent used •••..••.•.••
OR fine copy, unused •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.
R14/8, another example of very major damage, this
time most distinctive bright shade, magnificent
used •..•....••.••••••..•••.••.•.••••••.••..••....•
R14/12, major damage again, this time in very
pale light shade. Magnificent centring .••.•..••.•
R16/1, major retouch again, quite extraordinary
example, well-centred, margins, used on piece •••••
R16/1, another very fine well-centred example .....
R16/9, Fine unused, although narrow stamp .••....•.
RI6/10, very lightly marked example with very
major retouching to damage ••••.•.••.••.•.......••.

$

65

$

75

$ 75
$ 100
$ 300
$ 100
$ 100
$ 100
$ 85
$ 200
$

95

KING EDWARD VII (Cont'd)
13

14

OFFICIAL 8d INDIGO-BLUE
(a) H07b perf 14x14\.
UHM in Deep Bright Blue shade.
OR ditto inverted watermark
.
OR very fine used example
.
Fine commercially used
.
OR not-so-fine used ..................•............
(b) H07c perf 14x13\ in Deep Bright Blue, VFUHM
.
OR superb top-selvedge block of four, UHM
.
OR inverted watermark, UHM, Deep Bright Blue
.
OR very fine used
.
Fine commercially used
.
OR not-so-fine used
.
(c) H07d two-perf pair in Indigo-blue, UHM
.
OR lightly hinged
.
.
Deep Bright Blue, LH
OR superb very fine used pair
.
OFFICIAL 1/- ORANGE-VERMILION
(a) H08b perf 14x14\.
Superb example in UHM
OR magnificent UHM block of four
OR commercially used single
OR fiscally used block of four (telegraph
cancellation)

$ 45
$ 65
$ 40
$ 25
3.50
$
$ 45
$ 200
$ 80
$ 45
$ 25
5
$
$ 175
$ 80
$ 80
$ 200

.
.
.

$ 175
$ 875
$ 40

.

$

25

EIGHTEEN

CHALON 2d BLUE (Pl.2) (Cont'd)
R17/1, exquisite copy, although centred fractionally low, light marking off the face and very
deep shade demonstrates retouching to advantage ...
R17/9, pair in perfect well-centred used,
pre retouch and retouch. Unusual ••••••••.••.•.••.
R17/10, very light marking on this near perfect
copy. Major retouch ...••••••••••.•...•••.•..•••.•
R18/1, well-centred unused in relatively
worn state ••......•••........•••...•..••..•.•.....
OR one of the most dramatic examples of the
retouched plate we have ever seen, this time
fine used. The stamp is well-centred and has a
light marking to the left of the face but the
retouching throughout the design is crystal-clear
and there is little evidence of wear.
This
must be one of the earliest states in existence
of the retouched plate •••..•.•.•••••••••••..•.••••
R18/3, one of the nicest items in the offering.
Perfect centring and very light marking off the
face. Very clear example ..•••••••.•.•...••••••.••
R18/6, well-centred, very light mark •••••••.••••••
R18/8, another pair, pre-retouch and retouch.
The set ••••.•.••..•..•.•.....•.....•••••••...••.••
R18/9, again well centred, very deep shade .......•
R19/3, beautiful example again and very early
example (unworn) of the retouched state. Marking
slightly over face but the retouching is clear and
distinct ..•••..••..••••••••••••••••.•.......••••...
R19/6, very major retouched. This example is
perfect in its centring and perfect in its
postmark.
A very major retouch to the plate •..•
R19/9, description as above, if slightly left in
centring ••••.•••••••••...••..•••••.••.•••••.••••••
R20/2. Another beautiful example, this time with
large bottom margin ••••••..•••.••.•.••...•....•.••
R20/10. Well-centred, unused, with natural
pre-printing paper crease. Superb ...•••.••.....•.•
349

$

90

$ 200
$ 100
$ 300

$ 150
$ 100
$ 95
$ 250
$ 100

$ 100
$ 115
$

95

$ 100
$ 300

2d ORANGE, perf 12\.

(a) Rl/3, near perfect centring with light marking ••••

Rl/l0, marking a little over the face but very
very well-centred and fine of the retouching ..••••
R5/5, the scratch on forehead variety, marking
off the face, very well centred .••.......•.•.••...
R14/12, well-centred example, if perfs into top.
Very light marking, used on piece, Duplex •..•••..•
OR example with very light mark in Vermilion
showing damage and retouching at top right of the
stamp .•••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••
R16/1, beautifully centred with large left margin.
Very light marking ...••....•.•••.•...•........•.••
R17/1, as above, this time perfs into top slightly
R17/3, very light marking, beautifully centred in
Vermilion ...•.••.•.•.....•.......•.•.•..•........•
R18/3. Beautifully centred, light marking off the
face. Full retouching throughout the impression .•
~18/9 •. E~ample with very light mark off the face
~n Verm~l~on.•...............•••••..•••••..•..••.•
R18 and 19, Number 3. Unused vertical pair,
beautifully centred with original gum. Full
retouching ..•...•.............•...................
R19/3, well-centred again, this time light
marking with retouching throughout .........•......

$

75

$

75

$

75

$

65

$

85

$
$

85
65

$

75

$ 100
$

75

$ 400
$

80

NINETEEN

R19/4. - Well-centred unused with full retouching ..
OR very well-centred used with light marking ...•..
R19/5, as above, quite worn, well-centred, light
marking ....••...••••..•..••.••..•••.........••....
R19/6. Description as above ...••...••.••..••.....
R19 Nos. 5 & 6, unused pair showing full retouching
throughout these impressions. Well-centred •••..••
R19/7, light marking, well-centred in Orange •..•••
R19/9. Another star piece, this time wit~
five Otahuhu "A" cancellations off-the-face showing
full retouching ••••••.••..••...••••••••••••.•.•••.
R20/1, well-centred example •••.•••.••••.••.•.•••••
R20/2. One of the best centred unused examples
of the retouch we have ever seen .•••..•.•.•••••...
R20/3. Well-centred, if marking a litle over the
face •••••••••••••••••.••..••••..••..••••••••••••••
R20/5 and 6. Unused horizontal pair, beautiful •••
R20/7. Magnificent bright used on piece and
Nelson duplex •••..••••.•••....••..•••.••••.••..•••
R20/8. Another perfectly centred used with
light marking •••••••••.••••.••••.••..••••....••••.•
R20/9. Unused example, well-centred ••••••••.•.•••
R20/10. Fine well-centred item with light
marking slightly over the face .•••..•.•••.•..•••••
2d ORANGE, perf 10 x 12\

350

251

252

(a) R18/4 centred low but otherwise perfect example .••

R18/8, centred a little high but light marking
if over the face, perfect of the retouch .•••••••••
(Several other positions available in quite
acceptable copies.)
R20/6, centred high but magnificent, lightly
used ••..•••••.•.•••••..••..•••...•••.••.•.••....•.

$ 200
$ 85
$
$

85
75

$ 400
$ 85
$ 100
$ 75
$ 250
$ 75
$ 200
$

65

$ 100
$ 200
$

85

4

80

$

65

$

65

2nd ORANGE, perf compound of 12\ and 10

(a) A2r(x), irregular compound perf, 12\x12\xl0x12\

(12\ at the bottom), R18/8. Heavy marked item,
marking over the face •.••...••...••••.••••••.•••••
OR R20/3, marking over the face but centred high.
Lighter postmark ..••••••••••..•.••••.•.•.•••••••.•
OR R20/8, unquestionably one of the best copies
in existence, light marking low and to the left,
perfect centring, magnificent piece •..•••••.•...••
2d ORANGE, perf 12\ unwatermarked

(a) Rl/5, top selvedge single, perfect centring •....••

R15/12, centred left but fine unused .•....••••...•
R17/4, very lightly used, well-centred, fine •••.•.
R18/3, unused, fine, if perfs into value tablet ••.
RIB/B. Again, one of the best used we've seen,
light marking off the face and low. Magnificent
retouch •••••.••••••.••..•..•••...•••••..•••.••••••
R20/S, unused. Magnificently centred item •••.....
OR very fine used with central marking but very
light ••••••...•••...••••.•.•••.•.••...•••••..•..••
Note: other positions are available in both
unused and used. Please specify position required.

$ 225
$ 350

$ 925
$ 225
$ 125
$ 100
$ 150
$ 75
$ 165
$

65

OUR CONSULTANT BUYER IN THE UNITED KINGDOM IS DEREK REDSHAW,
KNOWN TO SO MANY OF OUR CLIENTS OVER THE PAST TWENTY
YEARS. TO OBTAIN DEREK'S ADVICE ON SELLING, OR A SPECIALIST
VALUATION ON SUITABLE PROPERTIES, CONTACT US IN AUCKLAND
FIRST.

TWENTY

CHALON 2d Plate 2 (Cont'd)

2d OIlANGE, perf 12-\ "NZ" watermark.

253

(a) 1117 Nos 4 - 6.

Magnificent strip of three.
Lightly marked and well-centred. One of the
finest pieces available in this scarce issue •.•..•
R18/5. Well-centred example with a light
marking if over the face .•.•••••••.•••.•••...•....
(b) 1873 cover, Hokitika to Christchurch, R17/5 and
R20/6 on fine cover, Christchurch receiving
backstamp •••••••••..•.••••..••••••..••••••.•••.•.•

348(a)

R18/1

253(a)

251(a)

$1250
$ 200

$ 925

R20/8

R17 Nos 4-6
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